Mini MT GPRS Tracking Device
The Mini MT is a handheld tracking device with inbuilt
mobile phone, Simple and stylish the Mini MT comes
complete with belt clip or can be placed in a pocket or
bag.
By pressing and holding the side button the Mini MT
advises the Control Room in less than a second of the
button press. The Control Room can make a call to the
Mini MT which it automatically answers to start a
conversation with the person holding the Mini MT
The Mini MT is a great choice for use:
•
The elderly not tied to a particular address
•
Lone Employees
•
Travelling staff visiting many locations eg District Nurse, Estate Agents etc
•
Covering OH&S requirements
All that is required for the Mini MT to function is
mobile phone reception.
The top of the Mini MT shows low battery level,
GPS locations being received and a flashing “ON”
Light.
Even if the unit isn't receiving a GPS signal it will
report its last location if the button is pressed
All journeys are logged and can be played back from the web
based system. Each journey shows speed, time and location for
each point. Road maps as well as aerial maps can be selected.
Each unit can have its own login to our web based system
alternatively a group of units can be displayed on the same
map.
Battery life on the system is usually in excess of 24 hours, the
units can be charged “on the go” using a standard mini usb
charger or a “plug pack” type charger.

The Mini MT logs its location each 45 Seconds
( adjustable ) If The Mini MT is not being moved it goes
to Sleep Mode to save power, but wakes up again on
movement or button press.

For more information please contact:

